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I. INTR~OUCTI~N 
For an economy typically defined, an Edgeworth equilibrium is an 
attainable allocation whose r-fold repetition belongs to the core of the 
r-fold replica of the original economy, for any positive integer r. 
If the definition of coalitions is enlarged in order to allow a participation 
of the agents with a rate belonging to the rational interval [0, l] and if the 
preferences are convex, an Edgeworth equilibrium can also be defined as an 
attainable allocation which cannot be blocked by a coalition with rational 
rates of participation. A fuzzy coalition is a coalition whose rates of par- 
ticipation can take any value in the real interval [0, 11. The fuzzy core is 
the set of all attainable allocations which cannot be blocked by a fuzzy 
coalition. 
The coincidence under suitable conditions between the set of Walrasian 
allocations and the set of Edgeworth equilibria for an economy with 
ordered preferences defined in a finite dimensional commodity space is a 
result by Debreu and Scarf [7]. The aim of this paper is to extend this 
result to production economies without ordered preferences defined in a 
Hausdorff linear topological space. 
We obtain four results: 
- Edgeworth equilibria exist under very mild conditions which are 
the same in the finite and in the infinite dimensional cases. Under a weak 
additional continuity property of preferences, the fuzzy core is also non- 
empty. 
- In the finite dimensional case, Edgeworth equilibria belong to the 
fuzzy core and are Walrasian allocations of a convex economy under the 
classical assumptions of continuity, convexity, and local non-satiation of 
preferences. Added to the first one, this result confirms the existence results 
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for Walrasian equilibria of a production economy without ordered 
preferences which have developped in the literature around 1975. 
- In the infinite dimensional case, it is well known that Walrasian 
equilibria may not exist under the standard assumptions. Here we use an 
additional assumption which unities the interiority assumptions as well as 
the uniform properness assumptions which have been used since 1983 to 
get the existence of Walrasian equilibria. We define a hypothetical 
economy, whose Edgeworth equilibria can be embedded in the set of 
the Edgeworth equilibria of the original economy, and we prove the 
equivalence between the fuzzy core of this economy and the set of 
Walrasian equilibria of the original one. 
This result contains, as a particular case, an equivalence result of 
Aliprantis, Brown, and Burkinshaw [2] stated in the ordered case under 
more restrictive uniform properness assumptions. 
~ A by-result of the general equivalence theorem is a general 
existence theorem for Walrasian equilibria in the infinite dimensional case. 
This general theorem can be applied in all the particular commodity spaces 
which have been found useful in economic applications and extends most 
of the recent existence results. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section II, we set the main definitions and notations. The non-emptiness 
theorems are proved in Section III and the equivalence theorems are 
proved in Section IV. In the infinite dimensional case, the equivalence 
theorem is obtained under an assumption previously formulated by Floren- 
zano [ 111. As in this paper, this assumption is proved in Section V to be 
satisfied in the context addressed by Duffie [9] or Jones [ 131 in a locally 
convex topological vector commodity space as well as under uniform 
properness assumptions in a locally convex-solid topological vector lattice. 
Section VI is devoted to the existence of Walrasian equilibria. 
II. CORE, EDGEWORTH EQUILIBRIA, AND FUZZY CORE OF A 
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP ECONOMY 
In a Hausdorff linear topological space (L, 0) as commodity space, let us 
consider 
a private ownership economy with a finite set M of consumers and a finite 
set N of producers, standardly defined. 
Each consumer i is associated to a consumption set x’ c L, an initial 
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endowment wi E L, and a preference correspondence Pi: nkE ,,, Xk -+ X’. If 
X=(Xk)EnkcM Xk, P’(x) is interpreted as the set of the elements of X’ 
which are (strictly) preferred by agent i to x’ when the consumption of each 
agent k # i is equal to xk. Each producer j is associated to a production set 
Y’ c L. For all i E M and for all je N, 0” > 0 is a contractual claim of the 
consumer i on the profit of the producer j; the 0” are assumed to verify, for 
everyjEN, CieM@=l. 
Let X=nj.,Xi, ~~~~~~~~~ and Y=CiEN Yi. An allocation 
x = (x~)E X is said to be attainable for economy 09 if CieM x’ 
-LA4 O’E Y. We denote by X the set of all attainable allocations of the 
economy. In the following, we consider also for every i E M and for every 
jeN 
Xi = Xi n ({co} + Y - xi,,, Xi’), the attainable set of consumer i, 
P= Y’n (CisM Xi- CjC+i Yj’- {co}), the attainable set ofproducerj, 
and 
r;= Yn (CisM Xi - {co}), the attainable total production set. 
Now let JZ be the family of all non-empty subsets of M, i.e., the family 
of all coalitions of consumers. In order to define the productive power of 
each coalition, we assume that a coalition BE 4 owns the technology set 
CiaB @Yj at its disposal in producer j. This kind of assumption, which can 
be found in Rader [ 171, Nikaido [ 161, Hildenbrand [ 121, Aliprantis et al. 
[2], lies on the idea that the relative shares 9” reflect consumer’s stock 
holdings which represent proprietorships of production possibilities. 
If XB= nisB X’, xB~ XB is said to be an attainable assignment for the 
coalition B if CieM~iB-Ci~B~i~CisBCjENeiiYi. 
We denote by 8” the set of all attainable assignments for the 
coalition B. 
For each BE ~‘4, a preference correspondence PB: X -+ XB can be defined 
by: 
P”(x)= {zB= (ziB)~XB/ziB~ P’(x) VIE B). 
P”(x) is interpreted as the set of the elements of XB which are unanimously 
preferred over x by the members of the coalition B. 
A coalition B is said to block an attainable allocation x E X if there exists 
zB E 8” n P”(x). 
The core of 8 is classically defined as the set G??(b) of all attainable 
allocations which are blocked by no coalition. 
Then let r be any positive integer. Let us consider the r-fold replica of the 
economy 8, composed of r subeconomies identical to the original 8. 
b’= ((X”l, Pi’, Wiq)ieM , (Yj”)jEN 2 (Oitiq’)is M,jtN ) 
y= l,...,r y’= I,...,?- y.y’= I.....r 
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is defined as follows: for each je N, r producers of type j have the same 
production set Yj’l’ = Yj; for each iE M, r consumers of type i have the 
same consumption set X’4 = Xi and the same initial endowment wi4 = 0’. 
For preferences and ownership of initial holdings and production 
possibilities, each consumer (i, q) is restricted within his subeconomy: 
P’q: JJkeM xkq + Xiq is defined by Piq(x) = P’(x) and 
e MM = 
1 
0” if q=q’ 
0 if q # q” 
If XE $ an allocation which assigns the same consumption bundle Xi to 
each consumer (i, q), q = 1, . . . . r, belongs to the core of 8’ if and only if 
there exist no SC A4 x { 1, . . . . r}, S# 4, and no xs E nCi,q)Es Xi4 such that: 
C xiqS- C (card S(i)) w* ec (card S(i)) c@jYj, (1) 
(i.q)ES I I I 
where S(i) =def {q E { 1, . . . . r}/(i, q) E S} and card S(i) denotes the number 
of elements of S(i) 
XQ” E P’(X), V(i, q) E S. (2) 
Let us denote by V(8) the set of all such X E k 
Following Aliprantis et al. [2], we say that X E 2 is an Edgeworth equi- 
librium if XEfilz, W(6) and we denote by %?:‘(a) = fira i W(b) the set of 
all Edgeworth equilibria. 
Now let us replace (2) by 
xiqs E co P’(X) (the convex hull of P’(X)), V( i, q) E S (2’) 
and denote by Wr(&) the set of all Xe 8 such that there exist no 
ScMx { 1, . . . . }, S#d and no x”EIJ,~,~)~~X~~ satisfying (1) and (2’). Let 
wya) = nr2 I v(b). 
If we assume (this assumption is made later) that every X’ is convex and 
if we define t’ = card S(i)/r, t = (ti)i, ,,,, and for each i such that t’ > 0, 
xi’ = (l/card S(i)) Cqt scij xiqs, we can replace ( 1) and (2’) by 
1 tfxi'- C tiWIE C t; 1 pyj 
f’ > 0 icM ,eM /‘EN 
Xif E co P’(X), Vi: t’> 0 
(3) 
(4’) 
while (4) denotes the relation 
Xlf E P’(X), Vi: t’ > 0. (4) 
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Here t’ is a rational number in [0, l] (ti E [0, l] n Q) which can be under- 
stood as the rate of participation of i to the coalition S while x” is the mean 
consumption that i achieves by participating in the coalition. 
Let T= [0, 1 ] ““\{O} and Tp = Tn Q”. Obviously X E J? belongs to 
W’(6) if and only if there exists no t = ( ti) E T, and no x’ E JJ,, , 0 Xi 
satisfying (3) and (4’). 
Allowing, as Aubin [3], that the rates of participation take all values in 
the real interval [0, 11, we say that X E 9 belongs to ‘GT?~(J?), thefuzzy core 
of d (resp. to %“-‘(a)), if there exists no t = ( ti) E T and no x’ E n,,, X’ 
satisfying (3) and (4) (resp. (3) (4’)). 
Between all the core concepts defined in this section, we have the 
following relations: 
In the next section we prove the non-emptiness of We(&) under the 
following assumptions on economy & (provided that X is endowed with the 
topology induced by the product topology on L”): 
(A,) Vi E M, Xi is convex and wi E X’ 
vx E x, xi $i co P’(x) 
Pi has #‘-open lower sections (i.e., for every zi E X’, the 
set (Pi)-' (z')= { x E X/z' E P'(x)} is P-open in X) 
(A,) VjeN, OE Y’ 
(A3) Y is convex and 2? is P-compact. 
Moreover, if r is a vector space topology on L, not necessarily identical to 
the initial topology of L, we prove that Wf(&) is non-empty, under the 
following additional assumption: 
(A4) Vi E M, Vx E X, P'(x) is r-open in X’. 
III. NON-EMPTINESS THEOREMS 
For any t E T, let us define 
y’ = c t’ c 0” YJ; A-‘= n x 
iEM jEN I’ > 0 
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Co R’, the closed convex hull of 8’, and, if x E X 
P’(x) = (z’ E F/z” E P’(x), vi: f>O} 
p(x) = {Z’ E Y/z” E co P’(x), vi: f>O}. 
Y’, 8*, P’: X + Xr may be respectively interpreted as the production set, the 
attainable set, and the preference correspondence of the fuzzy coalition t. 
I, 2 0, VtcF 
If AT= A=(A,)ElTV A,=0 for almost all indices t 
C A,ti= 1, Vi= 1, . . . . m i 
I E .F 
and if Y is convex, we first observe that economy d satisfies the balanced- 
ness condition 
We first prove (Propositions 1 and 2) that for any r b 1, V?“(8) # a. 
When L is [w’, the e-dimensional Euclidean space, in view of the balanced- 
ness property of 8, the argument is strongly related to the fixed-point argu- 
ment used in Florenzano [lo] to prove that, under similar assumptions, 
the core of a balanced coalitional production economy is non-empty. By 
considering traces of economy F on finite dimensional subspaces of the 
commodity space, the result is extended to the infinite dimensional case. 
Then the non-emptiness of %?le(&) (Proposition 3) and Vf(S) (Proposi- 
tion 4) are quite straightforward. 
Let Y’ c L be such that YC Y’ and define 
In Proposition 1, we replace the assumption A, by: 
A; - Y’ is convex and 8’ is compact. 
PREPOSITION 1. Assume A,, A,, A;, and that L= R’. Then tf r is any 
positive integer and if 
K= {t=(t’)iEM EF/rt’E {0, 1, . . . . r}, ViEM}, 
there exists X E 8’ such that y’ n Q’(Z) = a, Vt E F,. 
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Proof Let A*= (,~=(J~)E~R~~‘/&>O, VIE% and CIEr,EWffi=l, 
V~EM}. For each (x,z,~)~X’xn,.,Co~~xA~~, let us define 
Z(x)= {tE~/RfnQ’(x,#0} 
and 
- qz, 2) = (X’j)& M with for each 
-4x) = W(xL.T, with for each 
iEM, x’j= C A,t’z’* 
rezTr 
tsq, cp’(x)=Cofi’nQt(x) 
-~(x, A)= f-l,,,, {wA%>&~ if Z(x)#0 0 if Z(x)=@, 
It is easily seen that Ayr is a non-empty, convex and compact subset of 
lRrr, that 8’ is non-empty and convex, and that each 2’ is non-empty 
and relatively compact. Hence for each t E yr-,, Co 2’ is compact and 
2’ x l-L&-, Co 2’ x A* is a non-empty, convex and compact subset of some 
finite dimensional Euclidean space. It follows from the convexity of Xi for 
each in M, the convexity of Y’ and the balancedness condition that 
8(Ag;x~,E,cof’)c~‘. Since 8’ is compact and 0 is continuous, 
@A* x I-J,,, Eo 2’) c 8’. It can be shown, exactly as in Florenzano [lo], 
that there exists (X, Z, X) E 8’ x nrcF, co 2’ x Arr such that 
(1) X=0(& 1) 
(2) Vtez-,, i?ECoJi’nQ’(,T) or coBrnQ’(Z)=@ 
(3) 4% 3 = 0. 
To complete the proof, we show by contraposition that Z(X) = 0. Indeed, 
if not, recall that, for each ie M, t = ei, the ith vector of the natural basis 
of R”, belongs to K, From (3), it is easily seen that 
3i,EM: C X,t”= 1, X,t’O=O, Vt$#Z(2). 
fEI(i) 
Then by (l), X”‘EC,.,(~) ;5,tioZio’ and, by (2), 2“‘~ co P’“(X), which 
contradicts assumption (A, ). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume (A,), (AZ), (A,). Then if r is any positive 
integer, W’(b) # (25. 
Proof: Let 9 be the collection of all finite dimensional subspaces of L 
containing o’, i E M. For each FE 9, we set: Xi, = X’ n F; X, = n ie M Xk; 
if XE X,, P&(x) = P’(x) n Xk; Y’,= Yj n F; Y>= Y A F and we consider 
the economy c!$= ((Xi,, Pk, oi)ic M, ( Y$),EN, (Oij)icM, jcN). Note that 
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pF= ?n FM. If F is endowed with the topology induced by the topology 
of L, it is easily checked that G; satisfies assumptions (A,), (A,), (A;). As 
F is finite dimensional, it follows from Proposition 1 that there exists 
.~,ER~IF~ such that 8knQk(.f,)=0, Vt~q. 
Now the collection F, ordered by inclusion, is directed. Since 8 is a”‘- 
compact, by passing to subnets if necessary, we can assume XF +U X E 2. If 
tEF, and x’~$‘nQ~(%), there exists F, such that Fz,FO=>xf~y$n 
Q&(X,) which yields a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume (A,)-(A,). Then %“‘(a) # 0, 
Proof: From the definition, it is easily seen that for every positive 
integer r, %“r(6) is a closed subset of J?. On the other hand, if r’> r, 
t’= (r/r’) E & with Y”= (r/r’) Y’, 8”=,?‘, so that ‘??“‘(S)C%?‘~(&). Then 
the non-emptiness of n raO %‘r(&‘) follows from the compactness of 2. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume (A , )-(Ad). Then Wf(&) # 0. 
Proof For each Jo N, set Y” = co Y’. Let 8’ be the private ownership 
economy 8’ = ((Xi, Pi, 01~)~~ M, ( Y’i)jEN, (Oii)itM,jeN). Since Y is convex, 8 
and 6’ have the same attainable allocations; hence I’ satisfies (A,t(A,) 
and it follows from Proposition 3 that Ve(6?‘) = 0. We show now that 
V”(&‘) c %“r(&). Indeed let X E %“‘(&“). If X .$ %‘f(&‘), there exists t E y and 
x’ E n,, , ,, X’ such that: 
1 tiX” _ 1 tiWfE C ti 1 pyj 
1’ > 0 lEM i6M JEN 
x” E co P’(X), Vi: t’ > 0. 
By (Ad), for every i, co P’(X) is z-open in X’. Then let E > 0 be such that 
1-~<A<l=Ax”+(l-,?)w’EcoP’(%), Vi:t’>O. Let sE&=FnQeM 
be such that t’=O=s’=O and t’>O=~=l -~<t’/,s’< 1. 
Set, for each i: t’ > 0, xi’ = (t’/s’) x” + (1 - t’/s’) wi and x’ = (x”) E 
n xi. s’ > 0 
1 sixls- 1 sioiE 1 si 1 nis yi, 1 si C,eVy'j 
s' > 0 itM icM jcN itM JON 
and xi’ E co P’(X), Vi: s’> 0, which contradicts X E g”(R). 1 
Proposition 3 extends Theorem 4.7 of Aliprantis et al. [2] at several 
instances; in particular, the preferences are not assumed to be transitive or 
complete. The definition given in Section II for the fuzzy core of E extends 
to the non-ordered case the definition given by Aubin [3] for the fuzzy 
core of an appropriated economy and Proposition 4 extends at several 
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instances the non-emptiness results which can be deduced from the non- 
emptiness theorems of the fuzzy core of a balanced game. 
IV. EQUIVALENCE THEOREMS 
Let us denote now by z the vector space topology considered on L. Let 
L’ be the conjugate space of (L, r). For each p of L’, consider the functions 
Vje N, 
and the correspondences 
77’(p) = sup p . Yj 
ViEhI, y’(p)= x’EX’lp.x’dp.Oi+Ce0nj(p) 
{ i 1 
6’(p)= 
i 
x’EX’/p.x’<p.Oi+CeYnj(p) . 
i I 
A quasi-equilibrium of & is a point (2, y, p) E ni, ,+, Xix njcN Yjx L’\{O} 
such that 
(1) ViEM, Xi~yi(p) and P’(Z)nJ’(p)=@ 
(2) VjeN, p.jj=+(p) 
(3) ~iEMXi=~jtNjj+~,EMO~ 
An equilibrium of 6 is a quasi-equilibrium (X, y, p) such that Vie M, 
P’(X) n y’(p) = 0. In this case, X is said to be a Walrasian allocation of 8. 
It is easily seen that every Walrasian allocation of d belongs to Yr(8). 
The purpose of this section is to prove some converse statements under the 
following assumptions: 
(B,) ViEM, X' is convex 
Vx E X, P’(x) is z-open in Xi, convex and ~‘4 P’(x) 
(B2) VjE N, Yj is convex and 0 E Yj 
(B3) If x~J! then x’~P’(x) (the r-closure of P’(x)) for every i 
and an additional assumption, to be specified later, in the infinite dimen- 
sional case. 
Let us first remark that under (B,), (B2), (B,), qf(S), and 9?(a) the 
fuzzy core of 8 and the set of Edgeworth equilibria, coincide (see the proof 
of Proposition 4). 
If L is [We, the /-dimensional Euclidian space, we have the following 
result, the proof of which does not differ from the proof given in the 
ordered case. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Assume (B,), (B2), (B3) and that L= [w’. Then if‘ 
XE$~~(S), there exists Jo nisN Yj and pi [wp such that (X, j, jj) is an 
equilibrium provided that p. oi + c, OUp .y.> inf p Xi, Vi E M. 
Proof Let G = co( Ui, M (P’(X) - ci O”Y’ - w’)). G is well-defined since 
x E 2 and assumption B, imply that P’(X) # a, Vi E M. We first prove that 
0 $ G. Indeed if not, there exists I = (Ai)isM such that li 3 0, Vie M, 
CifMAi= 1 and x~n,,,,X’ such that 
icM is.44 iGM /EN 
X’E P’(X), vi: li > 0. 
Thus the fuzzy coalition E. blocks X, which contradicts %E%?‘(&‘). Then 
let PE R’\(O) b e such that p .g 2 0, t’ge G. For each in M, for every 
jeN, x’~P’(.f) and yj~ YJ=>p.xi~~.oi+CjO~~.yj. Since 2~2, let 
YEnjeN Yj be such that Cie M Xi = xjsN jj’+ CieM u?. From (B,), one 
deduces p.~‘=~~O~~~~~+~~w’~~~o’+~~O~~~y’, VyJe Y’ and VjeN. 
Then (-2, p, 0) is a quasi-equilibrium of 8. 
If p. w’ + Cj Obp .yj > inf p. Xi Vi E M, it follows from the openness of 
P’(X) in Xi for every i E M that (2, y, p) is an equilibrium of 6’. l 
If (L, r) is any Hausdorff linear topological space, we need an interiority 
assumption in order to apply a separation argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 5. 
Let us first define the correspondences P: X-t X and R: X-+ X by 
P(x) = (x’EX/x”E P’(x), ViEM) 
R(x) = {x’ E X/P’(x’) c P’(x), Vie M}. 
Note that the definition of R does not imply by itself any transitivity 
property on the preference correspondences. In the transitive case, i.e., if for 
each i, Pi can be identified to the asymetric part of a complete preorder R’ 
on ri then 
R(x) = {x’EX/X”E R’(x’), ViEhI}. 
We posit the following assumption: 
(C) There exists a convex cone Z (with vertex 0), not equal to L, 
with a non-empty r-interior i(Z), such that either 
(1) XEIL,~~ and CicM xi--WE Y+Z=R(x)nf#@, or 
(2) xEFIieMxiand CiEM xi--OE Y+Z=(P(x)u {x})nR=@. 
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Now let us consider the economy &&. deduced from 8 by the addition of 
a fictitious producer which has Z as production set; we assume also that 
8” = (l/card M), Vi E M. 
Obviously if X E V(&=) (resp. %?f(8z)), then, under assumption (C, ), 
<E R(I) n J? belongs to %7(&F) (resp. Vf(&‘)); under assumption (C,), 
%(&) c Q?(b) and %?:J(&z) c Uf(S). 
The next proposition gives an infinite dimensional analogue of Proposi- 
tion 5. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume (B 1), (B,), (B,), and let X E gf(&&). Then, under 
(C,), there exist k~ R(x) n 2, Jo njEN Yj and PE L’\(O) such that 
(?, j, p) is a quasi-equilibrium of &‘. Under Wz2, there exist j E njEN Yj and 
$ E L’\(O) such that (2, j, p) is a quasi-equilibrium of 8’. In both cases, 
the quasi-equilibrium of 8 is an equilibrium of & provided that 
@. oi + Cj &W(p) > inf jj. Xi, Vi E M. 
Proof. Let ZE%~(&) and let G=co(Ui.,(P’(x)-&VYj--Z-w’)). 
Using the fact that Z is a convex cone, one sees as in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5 that 04 G. Since G has a non-empty r-interior, there exists 
PE L’\(O) such that p .g 3 0, Vg E G. Under Ci, let k~ R(2) and let 
jEIXjeiV Yi be such that CiEM51i=CiEM~i+CjEN~j. Then for each 
i E M and for every j E N, xi E P’(k), yj E Y’, z E Z * xi E P’(X), and jj . xi 2 
p.wi+c. fjp- leN p.yj+p.z. Since CiEM~‘=CiEM~i+CjENYiand OEZ, 
one deduces from (B3) that (2, j, ~7) is a quasi-equilibrium of 8. Under C2, 
let 2~ (P(X) n {z}) n f. Since %E%?~(&), ?= I and XE 2. Then let 
.FEnjs.N Yj be such that Ci.,,, Xi = xjB,,, jj-t CiEM cui. As previously, one 
sees that (2, 7, Q) is a quasi-equilibrium of 8. In both cases, it should be 
noticed that p. z d 0, Vz E Z. If p. o’ + c, @W(p) > inf p. Xi Vi E M, it 
follows from the r-openness of P’(X) in X’ for every iE M that the quasi- 
equilibrium is an equilibrium. 1 
To end this section, let us remark that Proposition 6 is not strict0 sensu 
an equivalence theorem between the fuzzy core and the set of walrasian 
allocations of the economy 8. 
Actually, in the infinite dimensional case, Proposition 6 proves that some 
allocations in Wf(&), but not necessarily all of them, can be decentralized 
by a price system as competitive equilibria of 8. However, it is seen later 
that, in some applications, %?f(&z) coincides with Vf(S). 
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V. APPLICATIONS 
Proposition 6 can be applied as well to economies which satisfy some 
interiority assumption ci la Dufje [9] as to economies which satisfy some 
uniform properness assumption ri la Mas-Cole11 [ 14, 151. 
More precisely, let A Y and, for every j, A Y’ denote the asymptotic ones 
of Y and Yj; if, for each i, Pi can be identified as the asymetric part of a 
complete preorder R’ on X’, let 9 be the preference generated set defined 
as in Debreu [6]: 
and D the cone (with vertex 0) generated by 22. 
PROPOSITION 7. Zf AY has a non-empty z-interior, assumption (C,) of 
Proposition 6 can be satisfied with Z = A Y (or any convex cone with a non- 
empty z-interior contained in AY). In the transitive case, tf (AY-D) has a 
non-empty z-interior, assumption (C,) of Proposition 6 can be satisfied with 
Z = AY- D (or any convex cone with a non-empty t-interior contained in 
A Y-D). Moreover in this last case, if xje ,,, AYj- D has a non-empty 
z-interior, then We coincides with %‘r(&‘). 
Proof The easy proof of the two first statements of Proposition 7, 
which is given in Florenzano [ll], is omitted. If Z = Cj, N A Yj - D has a 
non-empty r-interior, we show that V/(S) c @f(&-). Let x E %./(a). 
If there exists t E y and x’ E n,, 0 Xi such that 
1 t’x’- 1 t’O’E 1 t’ 1 B”YJ 
ieM IeM iEM jczN 
+ c AY’-D, x’ tz P’(X), Vi: t’ > 0 
jsN 
then let I3 0 and, for each i, X’~E n,,, P’(x) be such that 
t’x’+ax”)- c (t’+a)w’ 
icM 
E 1 t’ 1 O’lYj+ c AY’. 
iEM jsN jeN 
Using the assumption (B,) and (B,), an easy calculation shows that if 
ti+a 
t’i=CitM (t’+J.)’ 
409/153/l-3 
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the fuzzy coalition t’ = ( r’i)ie M blocks X in economy 6, which contradicts 
~EYf(~)* 1 
Assume now that the commodity space (L, r) is a locally convex-solid 
topological vector lattice (we use here the terminology of Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [ 1 I). We write < the order relation on L, < the associated 
strict relation, A and v the classical lattices notations for inlimum and 
supremum. As usually, for an element x of L, x+, x-, and 1x1 denote 
respectively the positive part, the negative part, and the absolute value of x; 
L+ is the positive cone of L. Let V*(O) be a basis of convex and solid 
o-neighborhoods. We give here two slightly different formulations for 
uniform properness of preferences in the transitive case and in the general 
case. 
In the transitive case, we say that preferences are uniformly proper if the 
following assumption is satisfied: 
(Di) ViEM, X’=L+, ~‘EX’ and there exists vi>0 and V’EV~(O) 
such that for all xis X’ and A > 0 X’n ({xi} + A( { vi} + Vi)) c R’(x’). 
In the general case, we follow Zame [ 193 and say that preferences are 
uniformly proper if the following assumption is satisfied: 
(D,) ViEM, Xi= L+, o’rzX’ and there exists vi>0 and VE”&(O) 
such that for all x E ni, M X’ and i > 0 Xi r\ ({xi} + A( { vi} + Vi)) c P’(x). 
vi is then interpreted as a direction of strict desirability for i. 
For uniform properness of production, we follow Richard [ 181 and say 
that each production set is uniformly proper if the following assumption is 
satisfied: 
(D,) V’EN, there exist v’>O and V’E q(O) such that for all y’ 
in Y’, 120 and UE Vj (y’-1v’+lu)+< y*+ =E- ~‘--Av’+,~uE Y* (or, 
equivalently, lu+ d yj- + iv’ 3 yj- Iv’ + lu E Yj). 
But uniform properness of production can also be stated for the total 
production set Y in the assumption: 
(D4) There exists v ‘> 0 and V’S K(O) such that for all y E Y, 2 2 0 
and ueVY (y-lv+lu)+<y+*y-~vY+IZ~~Y (or, equivalently, 
Ilu+ d y- +AvY* y-AvY+IZUE Y). 
Assumption (D3) (resp. (D4)) means that each Y’ (resp. Y) has an 
almost asymptotic cone with a non-empty r-interior; every point of Y’ 
(resp. Y) is the vertex of a r-open cone, the points of which can be 
produced as long as they correspond to an output less than the initial 
point. 
Obviously (D3) implies (D4) with v”=CjsNvJ and Vy= fljEN I’*/-‘. 
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Proposition 8 is the analogue of Proposition 7. Its proof extensively uses 
the decomposition property of vector lattices. 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume (Di) and (D4) in the transitive case, (D2) and 
(D4) in the general case. Then the assumption (C, ) in the transitive case, 
(C,) in the general case of Proposition 6 can be satisfied with 
z={E.(-~+~)/~~o, uE~j, v=vy+ c d, k vyn n v , 
isM ( > ieM 
VE K(O) such that v $ V. Moreover assume (Di) and (D3) in the transitive 
case. Zf Z= {I(-v+u)/laO, UE V} with ~=~~~~vj+C~~~v’, VC 
(CI’EN Vi)n (r)isM “19 vE-l/;(o) 
urim 
such that v 4 V, then Wf(S) coincides with 
Proof Let xE nicM X’ be such that CiE,x’=o+y-%v+/lu 
with KEY, REV, A>O. If A.>O, lu+~~i,,(xi+lv’)+y~+Ivy and it 
follows from the decomposition property that Au+ = Cis M si + s ’ with 
or each ieM, 0~s’<x’+;Iv’ and 0~s’~ y~+Avy. For each 
ieM, xi+Avi-si~Xi and CicM(xi+Aui-si)=w+ y-;Ivy-Au-. Since 
Is’- Au-1 < sy v Au- < Au+ v AU- 6 21~1 and since V is solid, 
sy- - AU-•1/; on the other hand, (sy-Au-)+<sy<y~+,?v. It follows 
from assumption (D4) that y - Au’ + sy - Au- E Y. In the transitive case, it 
follows from (Di) that xi + Iv’- si E R’(x’), Vi E M and fn R(x) = 125. 
In the general case, it follows from (D2) that xi + Au’- si E P’(x), Vi E M 
and J?nP(x)#@. 
Now assume (Di) and (D3) in the transitive case and that Z is 
defined as in the last statement of Proposition 8. Let X E %?,r(&). If 
CisM tiXi=CieM tid+CicM ti&@yj+%(-~+~) with A>O, xi~Xi, 
ViE M, yj~ Yj, VjE N, X’E P’(X), Vi: t’> 0, then as previously, Au+ < 
~i,,ti(x’+(~/ti)v’)+~i~Mti~j~N~ij(yi-+(~/mti~’i)ui) with m=cardM. 
Au+ = 1s’+ 1Sli , Vi: t’>O 
I’ > 0 I’ > 0 
jsN 
and 0 d sU < tiBg( yj- + (l/mtW) v’), Vi: t’> 0, VIE N. From (D,), one 
deduces 
I 
Xi + ; v’ - ; S’E R’(x’) c P’(X), Vi: t'> 0. 
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On the other hand 
From (D,) it follows that 
“-Au- 
yl---&vl+Smrieil E Y' 
and 
i yj-- 
s’i 
mtie” v’+ YE Y’, de” Vj>2. 
By addition, one gets 
= I 
tl xi+!lvi-$si E C timi+ 1 ti C @yj 
isM > iEM iEM jeN 
and t blocks X in b, which contradicts XE%‘~(~). 1 
VI. EXISTENCE OF QUASI-EQUILIBRIA REVISITED 
Let us now consider simultaneously the two vector space topologies 0 
and r on the commodity space L. 
Under (Cl), if Yf(&) cokcide with qf(S), the addition of assumptions 
(A,), (AZ), (AJ (written for L endowed with Q) with (B,), (B2), (B,) 
(written for L endowed with r) guarantees for economy d the existence of 
quasi-equilibria with prices in (L, r)‘. We saw in the previous section that 
this condition is satisfied in the transitive case if Z = J$. N A Yj- D has a 
non-empty r-interior or, when (L, r) is a locally convex topological vector 
lattice, under uniform properness assumption (Di) on preferences and 
uniform properness assumption (D3) on each production set. This last case 
was addressed in Aliprantis et al. [2] who obtain in Theorem 5.10 the 
same existence theorem as Richard [ 181. 
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In all the other cases, let us formulate the following assumptions on 
economy 8: 
(A;) Vi E M, Xi is convex, a-closed, oi E Xi and Vx E X, xi 4 co P’(x), 
Pi has #‘-open lower sections and r-open upper sections 
(A;) Vj E N, Yj is convex, a-closed, and 0 E Yj 
(A;) 8 is c?-compact 
(A;) Vje N, Yj is a-compact 
(B’) If XE 2, then X’E~ (the r-closure of co P’(x)) for every 
iEM 
(C’) There exists a o-closed convex cone Z (with vertex 0) with a 
non-empty z-interior i(Z) such that either 
(1) xeX and CicM xi--oE Y+Z=k-R(x)nR#Qr, or 
(2) xEXand Cie,,,,xi--~~ Y+Z*(P(x)u {x})n8#/25. 
We first prove a non-emptiness theorem which has as corollaries several 
existence theorems. 
PROPOSITION 9. Assume (Ai)- and (C;) or ((C;) and (A;)). Then 
Wf(f&) is non-empty. 
Proof: Let s be the collection of the convex and a-compact subsets K 
of L containing 0, each J? and each Yj in case of assumption (An3). 
For each KEX, if XE~J~.~(X~~K), we set Pik(x)=Pi(x)nK and we 
consider the economy: 
It is easily seen that 2: is gm-closed, hence am-compact. Thus it follows 
from Proposition 4 that %?‘-‘(&“,) # 0. Then let Xk E%‘~(B>)~ It follows 
from (C;) (resp. (C;) and (A:)) that there exists ik E R(Xk) n X (resp. that 
Xk E 8). Now the collection X is directed by set-inclusion. Since 8 is om- 
compact, we can assume, by passing to subnets if necessary, that gk + X E 2 
(resp. that Xk + X E 8). It is easy to see that if X $ ‘X’f(8z), then there exists 
K, such that K 2 K, = Xk 4 Vf(S”,), which yields a contradiction. a 
COROLLARY 1. Assume (A’,)-(A;), (B’), and (C;) or ((C;) and (A;‘)). 
Then d has quasi-equilibrium. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of proposition 6. 
Note that under CC;), the assumption that each Yj is convex 
and g-closed can be replaced by: Y is convex and a-closed. We have in 
particular: 
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COROLLARY 2. Zf Y is convex and o-closed and if A Y has a non-empty 
r-interior, 6 has a quasi-equilibrium under (A;), (AZ), (A;), and (B’). 
To go further, we need to make an assumption of the commodity space 
L, which relies on the topologies z and (r considered on L. We set: 
(E, ) (L, T) is a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space 
and t has a basis VT (0) of convex, circled and o-closed o-neighborhoods V 
whose gauge pv is a norm. 
(E2) (L, t) is a Hausdorff locally convex-solid topological vector lat- 
tice and r has a basis VT(O) of convex, solid, and a-closed, o-neighborhoods 
V whose gauge pv is a norm. 
Under these two assumptions if VE VT (0) and if u 6 V, the convex cone 
generated by {u} + V is o-closed. In view of Propositions 7 and 8, Proposi- 
tion 9 has the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 3. Assume (E,), (Ai)-( and (B’). Then if(AY-D) has 
a non-empty z-interior, 6 has quasi-equilibrium. 
Proof The statement follows from (E,), Proposition 7 and Corollary 1 
(of Proposition 9) since if u E i(A Y - D), u # 0. Then if VE ^y; (0) is such 
that u +! V and (u} + V c A Y - D, the convex cone generated by (u} + V is 
a-closed and contained in A Y - D, hence satisfies C; . 1 
COROLLARY 4. Assume (E2), (Ai)-( and (B’). Then under (Di) and 
(D4) in the transitive case, (D,), (D4), and (A;) in the general case, 8 has 
a quasi-equilibrium. 
Proof. The statement is a consequence of (E2), Proposition 8, and 
Corollary 1 of Proposition 9. 1 
It should be noted that in the four corollaries, the quasi-equilibrium 
price belongs to (L, r)‘. As is well known, standard additional assumptions 
on o and the irreducibility of economy d guarantee that the quasi-equi- 
librium is an equilibrium of d (see Jones [13], Zame [19], Deghdak [S], 
Florenzano [ 111). 
The remainder of the section is devoted to a short discussion on the 
admissible commodity spaces in Corollaries 3 and 4, in relation with the 
choice of IS. 
If 0 = a(L, L’), any Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space L 
whose topology r is generated by a family of norms satisfies assumption 
(E, ). Note that such a space is not necessarily normed. In view of the con- 
vexity assumptions, the a-closedness requirements for each production set 
and each consumption set can be written for r; it is the same for the 
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a-openness of the lower sections of each Pi if the preferences are convex, 
transitive, and complete. But the o(L, L’)-compactness of the attainable 
sets may be a strong assumption except if L is semi-reflexive; in this last 
case, boundedness assumptions guarantee the a(L, L’)-compactness of the 
attainable sets. This case covers L,, p > 1 but also g1 the space of real 
functions indefinitely differentiable on [0, 11. 
If (L, t) is a normed space, the conjugate space of some other normed 
space M, and if the norm on L is the dual norm of the norm on M, then 
(L, T) satisfies assumption (E,) with (T = a(L, M). In this case, norm-boun- 
dedness assumptions guarantee the o-compactness of the attainable sets. 
But if L # A4, the a-closedness requirements for each consumption and 
production set and the a-openness of the lower sections for preference 
correspondences may be strong assumptions which have natural economic 
interpretations in commodity spaces of economic interest as L, or ca(K) 
(see Bewley [4], Brown and Lewis [S], Jones [13]). 
In the same way if c = a(L, L’), any Hausdorff locally convex-solid 
topological vector lattice L whose topology z can be generated by a family 
of Riesz norms satisfies assumption (E2). If L is a Dedekind complete 
Lebesgue space, order-boundedness assumptions guarantee the a( L, L’)- 
compactness of the attainable sets. This case covers in particular the spaces 
L,, p3 1. 
If L is a normed Riesz space with the Fatou property (in particular if L 
is the dual of some normed Riesz space n/r), let L; be the order-con- 
tinuous dual of L and LL = L’ n L; . Then if LL separates the points of L, 
L satisfies assumption (E2) for G = o(L, LL). If, in addition, L is Dedekind- 
complete, order-boundedness assumptions guarantee the o(L, LL)-compact- 
ness of the attainable sets. And the relation in L: x1 7 x a .xX +O x gives rise 
to natural interpretations of the o-openness of the lower-sections of 
preference correspondences. 
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